Config Active Directory

Benefits

Config AD for Microsoft Dynamics GP



The only Single Sign On option for
Dynamics GP. User can use their AD
credentials for login.



Provision from AD groups to GP
roles simplifying GP provisioning.



Users synced to AD for better user
control between AD & GP.

Most on-premises ERP security is a silo disconnected from the
rest of the organization’s security. The Fastpath Config AD module
integrates Microsoft on-premises ERP products and Active
Directory for efficient IT security management. Fastpath Config
AD gives a company’s administrator the option to connect ERP
users with Active Directory (AD) users and ERP roles to AD groups.
This makes it easy to assign ERP user security in a way that is
familiar to the IT department.



Disable user access through
standard IT functions in AD.

Features



Reduce Microsoft Dynamics license
needs with the auto logout after
inactivity feature.



Manage Microsoft Dynamics on-premises ERP security via
Active Directory groups.



Improves system security by eliminating the need of “sa” or
Administrator.



Active Directory user disables/deletes are automatically
synchronized with Microsoft Dynamics products.



Leading single sign-on (SSO) product for Microsoft Dynamics.



Allows users to synchronize Windows IDs and passwords with
Microsoft Dynamics.



Windows password policy enforced for Microsoft Dynamics
logins.

About Fastpath



Logoff users after periods of inactivity.



Compatible with Citrix, Terminal Services, Remote Desktop
Services, and Virtual Machines.

Fastpath Assure is a cloud-based
risk and compliance management
platform that helps organizations
track, review, approve, and mitigate
user access and Segregation
of Duties (SOD) risks. Fastpath
helps companies achieve process
efficiency, reduced costs, and
enhanced control over their
fraud, auditing, and compliance
management efforts.



Manage Microsoft Dynamics CRM and GP user provisioning
from one window.

With streamlined processes and consistent roles, Fastpath Config
AD has provided a more secure environment.
- Jorge Grau, Chief Information Officer, SBA
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